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1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is devoted to the consequences of the standard model 
SU(2)L x U(1) x SU(J)c / 1-3/ for the parity nonconserving (PNC) 
nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions. We carry out the analysis in the 
framework of the usually accepted representation of the PNC NN for
ces through the TT -, f' -, W - meson exchanges with the parity noncon
servation within one of the MNN ( M = n, p, W ) vertices (see, e. g. , 
reviewa/4,5/, papera/6 , 71). Here, the main theoretical problem is 
the calculation of the PNC MNN vertices defined by the phenomenolo
~i~Al HAmiltoniAn •) 

An activity in this field is necessary at least by the following 
reasons. 

•>we use the Bjorken-Drell metric with 15 = (_ ~ -6) , our hn 
is the a-• as f in refs. /5, 7 I. We neglect the PHC pNN vertex 

11 1_ 1 I 
with clerivativea («. l'lp ), because it plays a negligible role in 
the PHC Ifli interactions (see ref JBI ) •. 

···--·-~ 
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First, the PNC NN interactions give the unique possibilities 
for the study of all the components of the si.anda.rd model, which at 
present is the low-energy benchmark for th~ J'lost grand unified mo
dels. Indeed, unlj.ke th~ Ll S = 1 or/and L\ C = 1 nonleptonic decay 
amplitudes, the PNC MNN vertices are generated not only by the char
ged but also neutral ll'1.dron current interactions, and therefore, 
bear information ou unification scheme of all three types of the 
fundamental interactions: weak, electromagnetic and strong. So, the 

.:. 1 = 1 PliC NN transi tiona are determined almost completely by the 
neutral current interactions, and the modification of the bare (i.e., 
determined by the weak Lagrangian) PNC quark amplitudes by quark
gluon interactions nray tell on the values of h.M very strongly (ur 

L' R.n order of magnitude and sign). 
Second, such an analysis may have interesting consequences for 

··."J,ne c·x tcnaion.s of the standard model (e. g. 1 for the supersy111metr:cc 
ones, see ref ./9/). 

A consistent consideration of our subject however encounters 
' JS<''n hal difficulties because there is no yet an adequate techni
que for the transition from the quark interaction Lagr.angian of the 
sta.ndc.rJ mcdel to the had.ronic amplitudes. The available calculations 
of th<:: constant'J kM necesssrily inclvie dissimilar tricks ar;d. 
approzir~,-:tions, that is the main o:C.L5(in of large uncertainties of 

lr:. _, 1"'\ I 
t.ne rtesu1ts OJ "lr .. •:-se ca.lCUla.i.u_,r:::- \See, e*g•J re1s., .... ,..- •• 

In the P"Pt:r./7 I Desplarq "c·J, Donoghue and Holstein have ca:n :.ed 
out the unified treatment of 'M based upon SU(6)w arguments 
supplemented by quark technique and have analysed some of these 
uncertainties. 

As a result, they estirr,R.ted the intervals of possible values 
of h"' in the standard mo.del and within the intervals found the 
so-called "best values" of hM ( k~.v.) , which at present are widely 
used for the estimations of the PNC effects in the standard model. 
The "beat values", however, are actually semiphenomenological or, :•s, 
because to obtain the-,:, arbitrary (fitting) parameters have been 
used ll:) • This circu:-::stance hinders the use of hb.v. to conclude 

on consequences of th" standard model itself. 

li:)Moreover some of these parameters have rather an unnatural 
interpretation: large contribution of a quark sea to some h.M ; a 
strong breaking of the SU(6)w symmetry for nonfactorizable parts 

of h.M • 
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For this aim a self-consistent parameter-free calculational 
framework for ~M is required. This framework also has to enable 
one to sift possible artifacts of calculational methods included in 

it. 
Our realization of this plan is close in the form to the uni

fied treatment of kM of ref./7/, although differs from it in the 
basic points. We begin with a treatment of the effective Hamiltoni
an of PNC hadron-hadron interactions in the standard model, which 
is the local operator in the first order generating the PNC MNN 
vertices: h.,.,oc. <MN'I JiPNC IN) • The essential point here is the 
choice of a low renormalization scale of the operators of the Hamil
tonian ( fl is near the characteristic inverse confinement radius). 
This enables us to consider hadronic matrix elements of this opera
tors taking into account only valence quarks. Then we expound the 
overall structure of the PNC MNN vertices determined by this effec
tive Hamiltonian. We pay special attention to a reconstruction of 
quark mechanisms responsible for different contributions to hM 
After that we proceed to the calculation of hM • Here, the main 
difficulty is the calculation of nonfactorizable (NF) (i.e.,nonredu
cible to products of hadron currents) contributions to hp and 

hw • We solve the problem proceeding from the approximate SU(6) 
symmetry of the NF parts of the PNC MNN vertices and calculate hN~ 

/11 I I oJI= 1 _(), _W 
~n 'tne 11.1'!.' moae..L- \l.~Jte rL J• vur ..-u..Lu~~ oJ. nM u.J.·'=' W..LI...ll..Ll...l. 

the intervals determined in r;f. /?I, moreover hn ~ .! h b.v. , and 

h.p,w agree with h~~ We analyse also the partiil c~ntributions 
to k,., of the charged and neutral currents and a role of the quark
gluon interactions in the formation of hM . The concluding part 
of the work is devoted to the experimental consequences of our 
results. We observe a rather good agreement of our values of h,., 
with the experimental data of the whole and concentrate our atten
tion on the processes valuable for more elaborate conclusions. 
Our work is organized in the form of three issues. In the remaining 
part of this issue we consider the effective Hamiltonian ~PNC 
(sect.2) and calculate k

11 
(sect.)). The second issue (II) <.-on-

taim:; the calcul~tion of h w ;in the third issue (III) we discuss p, 
the experimental consequences of our results. 

2. THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN OF THE PNC HADRON-HADRON 
INTERACTIONS IN THE STANDARD MODEL 

The general structure of the effective Hamiltonian of weak 
hadron-hadron interactions in the unified gauge theories has been 



studied in papers112 •t3/. Their main result is that a part of}{ 
that is not reduced to the renorlamization of the starting Lagran
gian, is finite, its leading terms being of the order O(G-rv 9:/M~) 
( ~'"' is the semiweak coupling constant). The explicit form of 
){AS:j in the standard model with massless quarks in the second 

order in ~w and in all orders in the quark-gluon coupling cons-
tant ~~ (in the leading log approximation) has first been 
found in ref./14/. There have been observed the dynamical, owing 
to the quark-gluon interactions, enhancement of octet transitions 
and suppression of 27-plet quark transitions. In ref. 115/ analo
gous effects have been found for PNC Hamiltonian }LPNC • The next 

AS:O 
step in the discovery of the structure of }L in the standard 
model was to take into account the difference of the quark mass sca
le: rnc )) mu,d,s • So, in ref. / 16/ it has been shown that the 
elimination of the logarithmic contributions of c - quarks from 

the operator part of }{~S:j leads to the appearance in J-1.~ 5 :~ 
of new, including the neutral right-handed currents, operator 
structures which belong to the octet representation (the so-called 
"penguins"). In the papers / 17 •181 analogous effects have been 
studied for the ~I:~ part of }L~~C:o , and in refs./19• 201 for 
all the isotopic parts of J.I..DNC • We are interested in the effective 

PNC AS:O 
Hamiltonian }{ which determines the low-energy (E << 1 GeV) 

' . ~ - . . -
.L.nv ..!...u.YcJ..a.\.;"'.L.vuo u.L. .J..J.e:,,u"' lJ.tJ.u.L·uuJ::t. n~.1.·~, .LO.J...Low~ng 1;ne caJ.cu.tat:~on 

scheme of ref./20/, we shall give J{PNC in its final form and 
dwell only upon its features most important for the following. 

Within the standard model ~) in the second order in ~w and 
in all orders of the leading logs in the quark-gluon interactions 
the Hamiltonian ]{PNC has the form: 

+ J{.PNC 
~S:Q ' 

(2) 

~)For simplicity we confine ourselves to the GIM sector/2/ 

(the number of flavours nt = 4); subsequent results are practical
ly not sensitive to the expansion of the quark basis to n r = 6 
(see ref. 121 I). T 
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O!) + 

(4) 

The Hamiltonian is represented by the linear combination of the lo
cal four-quark operators 0~ renormalized at the point ~""'flo , 
where flo is a parameter of the infrared cut-off of the quark and 
gluon loop momenta. This cut off is introduced at the characteristic 
inverse radius of the confinement and takes phenomenologically into 
account the colour confinement. In our case flo~ 0. 2 GeV. The 
upper indices of the operators denote the SU(3) representations 

5 



which they belong to, and the lower ones show their properties in 
the isosoin space (dl) . The explicit form of operators 021 

is given i~ Appendix; 08 and 0 t are defined as follows: 

OC\, 1) 

Oc(/\L, 1) 
U(J,l\) 

-\'I \) \ u l <, / i 

) 
( 5) 

where 0(M,N)= :CJilp¥5 Mq;CJj~PN~j:, 0\_M.'N)~ :ifty,.d'5 ~qjqHf'<Nqi:, 
Q, o= q. (0) , a sum over colour indJ.ces L,j = 1, 2, 3 J.s assumed; 

M': N ~re 3 x 3 matrices in the flavour space; !\ 111 = ~- 6 , 1\ == ~ ). 3 , 
A _ j \ ( \ . are the Gell-Mann ma-trices). 
:'o- 2"8 "• 

All the parameters of the standard model: 

(c:cosEic), Sw=' S~rt8w 1 ~w, ~s 
,--,12 

s = SLIL ec 
are contained in 

~ ,.. - ·- - - .If!> 
\Ill~ VUC::..I..L..J.I,.o..LC::J.J.W ..L~J."""~""'"'..,.., ..., ... v 

corrections (here-through the renormalization group equations in 
the massless scheme of rcnormalization122~leads to the matrices 

Kd unequal to identity (as ~5 ->0 , Kd~ ~ ). The numbers 

K are defined by Kwz =-cX4 (m~)/o(4 (M....,z) • K. = 
=a3 (p0)/d3(mJ,where ar.Jft)'= i2nj[(B-2n)tn (f///i~)J is the 
eff,3 cti ve strong interactioz:, coupling ( ~: ((-<)/4n) in the theory with 

11 flavours; m; is the mass of a charmed quark with a special 
choice of the renormalization point, namely with ~ , which is a 
solution of the equation mc(f-1)= p. liE). The matrices ciR (propor
tional to the matrices of the anomalous dimensions of the operators 

OR ) have the form 

d =- 6/25 
84 

( 6) 

6 

d8 = dAD (3) 1 

-2/3 2 -3 9 

21-4rt 21-4rt 9/2 21/2 
2 d (n) = -

AD 3?.-211. 
6 

.(7) 

- U/3 H 0 0 

9/2 21/2 9/2 -21/2 

3~- 2tt ( 2? -21'l 

?> 

H ) 
211.-3 (8) 

1.1PNC 
To find numerical values of the coefficient functions of Jl , we 
should choose the values of the parameters /\4 , /\3 , m~ . Note, 
only two of these three parameters are independent. Indeed, the mat

ching condition for the amplitudes < u, d, S I 0~ ( u, d, s, c) I u, d, s'> 
and <u,d, s I 0 3 ( u,ol, s) I u, d, s) in the log approximation 
at fJ = me leads to ()( 5 ( mZ) = cx4 (me" J ; hence, 

/\ 3 = m;(/\4 /mc*) 25
/ 27 (see also 1231). We use /1"1 = 80 MeV 

that complies with the charmonium data 1241, and m; 1.27 GeV 
that follows from the analysis of the e+e- - annihilation experimen-

. /25/ tal data through the QCD sum rules (see, e.g., revJ.ew and 
references therein). Hence, J\3 ""' 100 MeV and at flo = 0.2 GeV 
we obtain Kw'"" Kz ~ 2. 5 and K ~ 3. 6. 

, 1 PNC 
It is convenient to write the final expression for ~ 

in terms of 0 21 (see Appendix) and of the operators: 

o, 
l 

OA -I - j o&. ( ~·~AH :) o: l 

l 

05 0 0 -I -~ 
l 

06 1 0 -~ 0 
l 

7 

(9) 



The explicit form of the operators is given in Appendix,too. It is 
easy to see that the operators o27 , o5 and oj 5 (OA , o 1A) are sym
metric (antisymmetric) with respect to the permutation of the colour 
indices of the second and fourth or first and third quarks. The 
operators o5 and o6 have no definite colour symmetry and have the 
left-right ("penguin") structure: OLR oC. 0 ( ~. N)- 0 ( N 1 M) . 

As a result we have: 

The numerical values of the coefficient functions C~ at 
l 

c - " ')":1 0,..,~ c: 2 - " I")') ......... ~ ... '\... .... ... 1-..+ .... .f-.-.;:1 ~ ....... , .. ____ ... v 
·w --- -- ---··-- . ----- --

( 10) 

given in Tables 1, 2 • For comparison we give also the bare values 

of C~ ( K = 1:( = l) • It is seen, the quark-gluon interactions 
L W 1Z 

result in the increase (in absolute value) in the coefficients of 
the antisymmetric operators OA. and 0 1

A and in the decrease 
in the coefficients of the symmetric operators 02

? • os and 0 4s • 
The characteristic ratios !c(~5 ~o)/C(~5 =o)l are "'2.5 and ~0.5, 
respectively. It is to be remembered however that we have extrapo
lated the coefficient functions found in the leading log approxima

tion valid at o<5 (/A) << l , into the region /-( )) me , where 
olsCfl)'"" ~ , and therefore, essential contributions may come 

from nonleading log terms "'~:nUn. mfl'otm (rt>m) and from nonloga
ri thmic terms. All this may produce an especiallY strong influence 
on the behaviour of C~4 and C 6!12. which gather their values 
mainly at !A> me • So, it is reasonable to assUIIle that the differen-
ces C(~sf'O)- C(~s"' o) are reproduced by the leading logs up to 
a factor of "' 1. 5 + 2 126/. 

It is important to note here that the choice of the so low re
noi'IIBJ.ization point ( p ~ !Ao) is caused by the following circUIIlStan-

8 

Table 1. Coefficient functions of }{PNC ( 10 ). (s = 0.23) 
AS= j = 0 are given. J;n brackets their values at cx: 5 

en s A 5 6 
Cyl. c !12, cv c~ AS::j :L 2 

-0.014 0.0049 0.15 -0.011 0.0020 

(-0.022) (0.011) (0.056) (0) (0) 

Table 2. Coefficient functions of 
}LDNC 

llS=O 
( 11 ). (s 0.23, 

5'2 
'W 

= 0.23) 

c-z1 
2. 

(21 
I 

cz1 
0 

c<; 
I 

cA 
I 

c5 
I 

c6 
I 

0.041 0.029 0.0094 -0.027 0.46 -0.080 -0.029 

(0.068) (0.049) (0.016) (-0.044) (0. 17) (0) (-0.038) 

cs 
0 

cA 
0 

cs-
0 

c6 
0 

CIS c'A 

0.0072 0.95 -0.098 -0.0078 0.016 0.17 

(0.026) (0.35) (0) (-0.022) (0.071) (0.099) 

ces very essential for further considerations: the point ~ separa-
tes large ( j-1 < p < M..., ) and small ( flo < p <. ~ ) virtual 

momenta between the coefficient functions and the operator part 

of the effective Hamiltonian; at ~=fo the log contributions 
of all the loops, including those of the quark sea, are completely 

9 



concentrated at the coefficient functions, and therefore, the hadro
nic matrix elements of the operators 0( f-i= ~0 ) in the log approxi
mation are determined by only valence quarks~( see ref. 1271). 

J, PARITY NONCONSERVATION IN THE :fr NN VERTEX 

The PNC TT :t.'N vertex (see ( 1 ) ) plays a distinct role in the 

description of PNC NN interactions: On the one hand hn determi
nes the one-pion PNC exchange intensity, i.e.,the long~ange part 

(rn""' J fm) of PNC NN forces, on the other hand the vs.lue of h11 
is intimately connected with the structure of neutral hadronic cur

rents and with the magnitude of such fundamental parameters of theo

ry as the quark vacuum condensate density (olqqlo>and the quark 

masses m~ . 
At the same time the recent estimates of 

model are scattered in a very large interval: 
(see papers / 7 • 17 • 18 •281 and reviews /5, 291). 

hrr in the standard 
2.5x 10-~hrrS-11 x 10-7 

We may distinguish 

the following main origins of this situation: a different choice 
of the renormalozation point p in the ){PNC ; the use of 

different values of m~ in the calculation of the factorizable 

~ontributions to hrr ; dissimilarity of the calculational methods 
for the nonfactorizable part of hrr • I."'l more detail we dwell upon 
these points in the main text,. 

We begin our consideration of the PNC TTNN vertex with clari

fication of the overall structure of the nB'B ( B, B' are nucleons 
and/or hyperons) vertices determined by the matrix elements 

( 12) 

(indices a,b,c identify the components of the pion isotriplet 

a"ld the nucleon octet; in this notation hrr = A (nO:) ). 

J, 1. Overall 0tructure of tne PNC !1/ B' B Vertices 

Let us write down the effective Hamiltonian 
}{PNC in the 

form 
JlNC = {2 G L. em QMN ( 13) 

M,N 

ij 1 f The choice 1-! = fo is possible owing to the Ulall va ue o 
A3:. 0.1 GeV , then o<.3 (f1o)"'i· 

10 

where O""N=: qMqqNq :, M,N are matrices in the spinor x 

flavour x colour space, and consider the partial amplitude 
AMN = -./~m3 zKo <n" Bb I QMN I Be>. 

The standard reduction technique and PCAC representation for 

the interpolating pion field 

n"(x) = - 6 o~ q(x) PQ qCx) 
t I'Yt2 ~ 
n rr 

( 14) 

( f
11 

:::: 132 MeV is the decay constant of TT ~ pv ) allow us to write 

down 

( 15) 

or, in the soft-pion approximati.on ( I(--> 0 ) 

( 16) 

The equal-time commutator in (16) is easily calculated through the 

( 17) 

PQ 
Then allowing for the explicit form of ~ , we find 

AMN= -~r <Bbl:9{rsr.M1qqNq:IBC> + 

n 

( 18) 

Thus, the amplitude A MN reduces to matrix elements of the local 
four-quark operators between one-particle hadron states. 

In the course of calculation of such matrix elements it should 
be taken into account that initial and final hadron states always 
include the nonperturbative quark vacuum condensate, besides the 
quark determining the hadron states themselves (in our picture of 
the weak hadron interactions these are valence quarks). The exis-

II 



tence of the condensate is exhibited immediately in the spontaneous 
breakdown of the chiral symmetry, and PCAC provides the known rela
tion between the scalar density of this condensate and parameters 
of the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry (i.e.,Lagrangian quark 

masses rn
1 

) : 

Let us introduce the matrices Q 
transformation 

and R through the Fierz 

Then,taking into account that 

(P, M)AB X NCll +- MAB )( ( P, N\D: 

= (P,Q)Allx Res+ QAC x (P,R\s 

(20) 

(21) 

where P is a matrix and the brackets denote the commutator or 
anticommutator, the vacuum contributions may be singled out in the 

matrix elements of Eq. (18) 

(AMNtlc = _lf (<ol"qt)'s~'\ M)qlo)(B6JCjNqiBC)-

n (22) 

-(olq{r5'f,Q~qlo)<Bbl qRqiBc>) + { M-N, Q--R) 

(see also ref./181). 

Let us note, that the terms cC. (oi<p::qlo)(Bbl q{o5%'\ q I Be) 

( ~. L = 114, N, Q, R. ) do not contribute to AMN because they 
correspond to the appearance in }tPNC of operators with the 
nonperturbative coefficient functions <£ ( OiqK.q IO) : such ope
rators have the canonical dimension equal to 3 and are absorbed by 
the quark mass matrix counterms in the initial Lagrangian (see/

121). 
Now the total amplitude AMI'II is written down in the form 

12 

where index 1 in the second matrix element denotes that the quark 
operators in it act only on quarks determining the proper baryon 

states. 
To clarify to what mechanisms of the n B'B interactions dif-

ferent contributions to AMN correspond, we transform Eq. (23) into 

another form. 
Vacuum contributions. Taking into account the relation 

-li'\x) q tos r. I( 1 q = [qCx) p~ qCxL qt:q]x•=o 
(24) 

and using PCAC and the reduction formula for TI "from right to left~ 

we get 

(AMN)"ac= (<nQiqMqjo)(B61 qNqiBc)-

-(nQiqQqlo)(BblqRqlBc)) + {M~N,Q....,Rl. 
t:::~o J (25) 

'(O.C 
Hence, we see that A corresponds to the known factorizable 

1\ /26.17.18.28/,_. . ' 
\~) II,;Vll ... .L-.LUI.Liti.I.Ull£:11 IIU 1 " \~•0• IQJe 

The "guark"contributions. Using the fact that in our approxima
tion the operators QMN coincide with the free ones (see sect. 2) 
we apply to the T- product in Eq. (15), the Wick theorem. With the 

equations of motion for the quark fields, we find 

) 

I (26) 
ro~T(: q(x)P~ qC~<), QMN = l9Cx,o) + l(, (x,o) + T6 (x,o) + l3 (x,o), 

TqC~e,o)-= i:qCx)Paq(x)qMqCjNq:, (a) 

T
6

(x,o) =: [qMS(-x)P~:~qCx)+ q(x)PaS(x) M q}:fNq: + { M*"'" N 1, (b) 

T:(x,o) = -S4(x): (9Ml0 P~ qCx) + Cj(x) 0°P~ MqlgNq: + {M- N}, (c) 

T~(x,o) ='0~ [Tr ( S(-x)P~ S(x)tvt):qN9: -:i'jMS(-x)P~ S(x) N9:]Cf> 

+{M .... N}• 



s' s 

~+ 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Q M N 

<JR =p-
(g) 

Fig. 1. Structure of the 1T B' B vertex, The black circle 
denotes the effective Hamiltonian 1-l DNC • (a) is 

factorizable (F) and (b)-(d) are nonfactorizable (NF) 

contributions; (e)-(g) is the interpetation of the F 
part of the vertex, 

where 

The lower indices of operators II in (26) denote their operator 
dimensions. 

As ~ ..... 0 , the contributions T,· to A~'-~N for different 
tend to zero independently of each other, in particular 

r q li(.X b 1 I 
Jdxe <B IT6 (x,o,-rl6 (x,o)IBc) -i>Q. 

1:::--> 0 
(27) 

Since from (17) and (26c) there follows 

(28) 

allowing for Eq. (27) we get 

II 

I 

(29) 

Hence it follows that A q corresponds to nonfactorizable (NF) 
I) contributions to A determined by the operator ll6 (Fig. 1 b,c) 

The NF contribution Fig. 1d is determined by the operator l9 and 
vanishes as 1:::-> 0 ; the operator T3 gives (perturbati ve) 
contributions to )\F and vanishes in that limit,too. 

J, 2, Co.lculatior: of ['l!li 

Now we shall apply the general formulas obtained in sect. 3.1 

to calculate the constant h.n 
Factorizable (vacuum) contribution!'!.· From Eqs. (25) and (11 ), 

with taking into account the Fierz identities 

= (30) 

and the relation 

=!.() .. <Titr:"ivlq"!o) (i .... i, K. are colour indices, a sul!l 3 lJ ... ' 
over ~ is understood) we find 

<n-plJtNctn.f= -2-GG (c:+ jc~) <n-1dt5 u lo><ptudin.). (31) 

To calculate the matrix elements of the quark densities in (31), 
we use the equations of motion for the quarks, then (see refs, 
/26,17,18,28/: 

<n-tii05 u 1 o)-= t _ t" m; 
VC2n)3 .U.0 lnw+ h'Lcl 

(32) 

<pi ud 1 n > = (33) 

I)This comclusion confirms the arguments of the papers/7 •301. 
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where rnq = mq C~o) 
at the point ~-=Po 

are the quark Lagrangian masses renormalized 
• To avoid small differences ( Mp- M, 

and ) in (33), we use the SU(3) relation 

(34) 

valid for any operators and OM= Y2,. which belong to the 

same octet. 
From Eqs. (31)- (33) we obtain for h~ 

Thus, the calculation of hI= 
IT 

is reduced to the finding of the 

quark masses tnu , md , trt5 • 

The renormalized mass trtq 
tion point f-1 in the lowest log 
e.g., ref / 25/) 

as a function of the renormaliza
approximation has the form (see, 

(36) 

where m4 is a const~~~ _From QCD sum rules for the axial current 
divergences it is known1 cJt: mu= (7.6:!: 2.2) MeV, mcJ = (13.3:!: 
:!: 3.9) MeV, ~5 = (260:!: 80) MeV. Hence, according to Eq.(36) we 
have ( /\

3
-::: 100 MeV) mu = (8.9:!: 2.6) MeV, mcJ = (15.7:!: 

:!: 4. 6 )MeV, m
5 

= ( 306 :!: 94) MeV. We choose mean values from these 
intervals: 

trtu = 8.9 MeV , 306 MeV • (37) 

This choice is supported by the following: 
(i) With the use of PCAC and the average SU(3) - splitting of hadron 

masses in the octets, in ref./31 / there have been obtained famous 

expessions for mq : m" = (4.2 MeV)/Z , md = (7.5 MeV)/Z , 
ms = (150 MeV)fZ, where the constant Z =<nluu/n.)=(piCldlp). 

This constant is easily evaluated in quark models. In the MIT bag 
model Z ~ 0.48, that provides the values of mq practically 
coinciding with those of Eq. (37). (ii) The values of mq of Eq. 
(31l correspond to the density of the quark condensate (see Eq. (19)) 
<ol q q I O)fJ = 1 Gev ""' ( -225 MeV )3 that agrees with the results of 
QCD sum rules for mesons (see ref./251). (Iii) According to (33) 

Ill 

and (37) (pludin)~0.51, that is very close to the value calcula
ted immediately in the MIT bag model : (pludin)ba.~ 0.48. The proxi
mity of these results also provides an argument fo\ the self-consis
tency of our calculation scheme partl;y· using the MIT bag model I) 

(see the calculation of the NF part of ~rr below). 
As a result, from Eqs. (35) and (37), for the values of C~ 

and C 6
1 

from table 2 we obtain 
l I= -7 
/'liT ~ 1. 6 X 10 • (38) 

Nonfactorizable ("guark") contributions. As it follows from 
( 17)' the operators c6 ( o"m 1 have the same symmetry properties 
as 0"" 111 • Then (remind that the matrix elements of such operators 
are determined in our framework by only valence quarks) owing to 
the antisymmetry of quark wave functions in baryons, we have 
<Bbl CJ 02~] I Bc)q = < Bb I C6 [0

5 ] I Be) q = 0 u) and <Bb I C6 [ 0
5 ]1 Be~= 

=-(BbiC
6
[06 ]\Bc)q ; besides, as all the components of 0~ 

include the a-quark operators (see Appendix), (pi ( 6 [ 0~ ]I n.) q=O· 
With this relations, from Eqs. (23) and (17), we find 

f (c~- c~) (pi: u0"'d (u~~u+ a 0~d + ~0~s):-
fT I II '' \ , , Q 

(39) 

q,..• r ~ lt.dS ~ r (S) IILJ. • 

l Nl= 
On the basis of Eq. (39) niT may be computed immediately in a 
quark model, e.g., in the MIT bag model, or connected by means of 
the SU(3) relation (34) with the amplitudes A(/\~) Nl= and 
A (::::.)NI= • First consider the second, model-independent approach. 

• >Here it should be remembered, that the large ("' ~/ ( m 14 -t me;~) ) 
value of the matrix element (32) is due to the pseudogoldstone natu
re of the pion. In the MIT bag model, where the chiral symmetry is 
violated explicity by the boundary conditions, <n-ldr5u IO)ba.~ ~ 
"'frr R m~ ,i.e.,it is by an order of maplitude as small as (32) 

(see ~e::r/321). 
JlJl)It is the so-called Pati-Woo argument/33/. 
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Since the operator Ot
2 

gives no contribution to the r.h.s. 
of Eq. ( 34), we come to the following expression for h Nl= 

rr 

h Nl= = -{f 
rr 3 

(40) 

This expression differs from analogous realizations of (34)(for 
review see refs./5 •291 ) in the following points. First, Eq. (40) 
is obtained for the total effective PNC Hamiltonian of the stan-
dard model ((10h(11)~without any ad hoc assumption on 
somewhat essential admixture of strange quarks in initial and final 
hadron states. Second, Eq. (40) connects only NF parts of the ampli
tudes. The imposaibility of writing a sum rule of the type (40) for 

total (experimentally known) amplitudes A(ll.?.) and A(.::=) is due 
to that combinations of the coefficients cs and c6 in A~=' and 

ANI= are different (cf. Eqs. (39) and (35)) and moreover that to 
A (A"_, =::::)N~" the contributions from the operators o5,6 are 

complimented by those from o27, 0 5 and QA • 

The following circwnstance, however, hinders us to find the 
correct value of hnNr= from Eq. (40): The r.h.s. of Eq. (40) is 
very sensitive to the values of the coefficients C5

1 and C6t; 
ll 2 

(they enter both into the denominator of that rPlAtion Ann intn 

AN>'= A e•p- A F ) , and as we emphasized in sect. 2, errors of 
the leading log approximation for C s,~ may essentially surpass 
those for other coefficients C~ .Therefore, to evaluate h NF 

n 
we apply immediately to Eq. (39) and the MIT bag model. Then, we 
obtain 

1 Nl=" _ 1 ( 5 6) ( _ I ) nn - 4i2G- C 1 -C, Ia 3 rb , 
fn 

(41 ) 

H)Note, the relation (40) is a consequence of the choice of a low 
renormalization point f and of the consideration of the 
different mass scales of me and muds • Indeed, only in this 

· 5 6 ' ' P••c case the <1 S :o partners of o1 ' appear in ]{ " (see 
l>S=j 

sect.2) and the relations are valid, which are given prior to the 
Eq. (39). 
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R 

where [Q-: l Nt
2 dr [ G4

(r) + F4
(r)] , 

0 

T ~. 
~b 

R, 
~ r 2d . 2., . 2, 
<- J r r i;r 1 ~ \ F ( r) 

C• 

G(r)= Jo(~r) and r(r)=-J,('#r) are rw.Ual parts of a 
"large" and a "small" compcnent of the quark bispinor ir, the MI::: bag 

model ( m. .... = m 11 = o , w ~ 0.24) •. At R,. ~ 1 fm (the nucleon radius 
in the model) Ia ~ 1.43 x 10-J Gev 3 It, ::c: 0.65 x 10-3 GeV::; , 
and we get 

( 4 2) 

The total value of h rr • How we have found all the compone!':"' 
of hn • According to Eqs. (23), (38) and (42) we get 

h = fLF + hNF :::-: 1.3 X 10-7 
TT TT rT 

Separating the contributions to 
currents (see Eq. (4)), we find 

J.,_ from the charged and neutral 
n 

I I -1 
n = h (c.c.')+n {N.c)c:(o.o+J.3 1\:w.c44) 

rr n n 

Hence it follows the.t h.TT is almost completely dP-termined 
by the neutral currents (see also ref./281). We give alr;o the value 
of it for the bare effective Hamil toni an Ji PNC 

" cs--o c 6 --Ls2 ~s-v In this case 1 - , 1 -
6 

w and 

(hiT) ~ 0.48 X 10-7 • (45) 
oc:s= o 

Thus, the quark-gluon interactions increase hiT about 3 

times (while h~/(h.~)cts~o::><il.3 , h~r:/{J.t:f:)o<s=O ~-./.2 ). 
From Eqs. (38) and (42) it is seen that in hJ the F part 

dominates in agreement with the results of papers 1 7• 18 • 28 ~Iiowever, 
our value of ~n is at least 2 times as small as previous esti
mates of hn within the standard model. This point is explai
ned by the following: First, we have used larger values of ntq than 
have been used formerly, that is consistent with the modern data 
and·with our application cf the MIT bag model (see point (iii) after 
Eq. (37)). Second, for the calculation of h;r:- we have consis
tently used the MIT bag model and do not apply to relations of the 
type (40), the incorrect use of which msy lead to (erroneous) large 
positive values of h;~ . In the conclusion of this section, we 
provide the interval of values of hn arising due to the unser
tainty of our knowledge of mq. For 1Ylw+mc~=(17->.> 32)MeV (i.e., 

II) 



we find ~) 

(46) 

Thus, by the experimental determination of hiT the values 
of quark mass (or the quark condensate density) could be defined 
more accurately, while the observation of kiT on the level of 

1 b.v. -7 
nn ~ 4.6 x 10 would give explicit evidence for some exotic 

contributions to the PNC NN forces (e.g,/9/) or for insufficiency 
of the leading log approximation for J{PNC 

The experimental consequences of the values (43) - (45) will 
be descussed in a concluding paper(III). 

We are grateful to M.A,Shifman for valuable discussions. 

Appendix. Explicit form of the operators of the effective 
Hamiltonian J{PNC (10),(11). 

Eotation: q; 12. q~.q~ = :qli r,.,Ys 92i q3j rfl91tj : 
color indeces L,j = 1, 2, 3 is understood. 

Le~S = 4 

n sum over 

0 21 ( ) 
312

y
2 

= -2 uu.dS + d<;.uu. + u:;du + du.uS. + ClcJ dS + JsCJc/ + 

+ Jsss + ssds + h..c.) 

0 ~2 u u J s + J s u u + us CT u + CI u u s + 2 ( Cl o1 J s + C1 s s d + 

+ dsd'd + ssJs)+ h.c., 

OA :::: - uuCls - !Jsuu + usdu + duu s. + I.. c. 
~ ) 

•) It is to be remembered 1 however, that the deviation of the 
nn~ from (37) violates the self-consistency of calcu-
h.lf with the use of the MIT bag model, so <pi Ci d ln.)"' 

values of 
lation of 

::::(0.76 ~ 1. 4) <PI u dIn..) bag. 
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0y.
5 

= - { ii. u1· + (J. d:;· + S · S ,· ) J S . + J. S · ( u U + J d r S -<;:;.) + h. C .. 
.2,. ( I <;JL lj j< )L ')L , 

Q6Y- =- (uu +ad+ ss.)CI,; +Cis (uu + Cld..,. sc,.) + h.c. (A1) 
'l 

o~'~-=-(uuiiu+aclad) + Ciuad + adul./ + udJu + auud, 

0~1 = uvuu- ([cJ([d - ( uuss + ?:s.uu + us.C:u + suu:;) + 

+ Cldss + ssid + as<;d + sdas J 

0~1 = :z. ( uuuu + CTd (J d + 3 ssss)+ uuOfd + (Jduu t- udau + auud

-3{uV<ss. +ssuu+ Cidss+ ssild..,. u>-su +suus+ Jssd+sdas), 

0~ = .z{uuuu-CldClci) + 1 {uV<sS + ssCiu + ussu + suuc.)

-1 (crdss + ssdd r ctssd + sdC1s) I 

0~ -i(uuss+ssuu+assd+ sdas)+ J(;Idss+ssdd+ 

+ Cissu + <;"uus) I 

o; = ~- Uj ~· d1· - a:~· ii_;· U1· + j { c,. u_;· ~ <;t' - ~ <;j s· U 1• -

- d · d · S· s · + ~- s CT.· d · ) 
I)} I I:J)I 1 

o; = iivJd- Cloluu + 1 ( uuss. - ssuu- C/clss + ssCtd)) 

0~ =(3 [.z(uV<uu+C/dild-2sss<o.)+ Liuaol+dduV< + udClu-t auud

-f { UV<'?:S + S:suu + aclf:s + S:s at d + u>.su +SuuS+ as sci+ sdas)]J 

0~ =A [ -()vad -CidiAu + udiiV<-t Cfu.uol + 1. (uu.ss..,. ~suu + 
13 2 

+Cldss + ss(Jd)-1 { Cis.su +sui/<;;+ as;sd + solcts), 
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'0: ( c u .- , . - ;··.c. u u. + CJ J. ~ cc. -- S"-s · J c1.) 
2 

< J >) " ( > L ~ J j ( I j j " ( L 'j J ( I 

f2: (tws·J- s'>r<•J ~ Cfclss .:;sJJ), 
:2 

(J
1s" 2 (wwu~Clc!Jc/+S'c,ss.)+ DuJJ+ JJuu+uusS-+Ssuu+ 

+ ad s c. + ;;; ,> ;r c1 + u J J u + 1 u c;J + u s :;: u + ;;; u c. s. + as s c1 + :;: c1 ct s , 

(j I A "' - ( [{ u ;} cJ t (J J D c< + u u S '> + S ':, U U + iJ cJ S '> + S S J a ) + 

t-[Jr)Ju + Jw.Acl r us',u +suus+ Cls.scl i sJJs (A2) 
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AY6o8HK B.H., 3eHKHH C.B. 
CaMOcornaco8aHHWM pac~er cna6wx KOHcTaHT 
8 HecoxpaHA~HX ~eTHOcT~ AABPHWX cKnaX. 

3~eKrH8HWM H4 raMHn~TOHHaH 8 SU(2)LxU(I)xSU(3)c. 
H4 8 wNN aepWHHe. 

E2-83-611 

Ha OCHOBe nonHOrO ~eKTHBHOrO raMHn~TOHHaHa HecoxpaHA~HX ~eTHOCTb 
/H4/aAPOH-aAPOHHWX 13aHMOABMCTIHM, HaMAeHHOro 8 cTaHAaPTHOM MOAenH SU(2)Lx 
xU(I)xSU(3)c ao acex nopftAKax rnaaHWx norap~oa, c y~eTOM paanH~HA Macwra-
6oa K8apK08WX.Macc <me>> mu,d a> paccMaTPHiaBTCA H4 wNN aepwHHa, reHepHpy
~aR AanbHOAeHcray~ ~acT~ H~ AAePHWX cHn. Hw aHanH3HPYBM nPHPOAY H MeTOAW 
pac4eTa paanH~HWX BKnBAOI 8 3TY BBpWHHy, o6pa~aR oco6oe BHHMaHHe Ha B03MO*
HWe apT~KTW 3~HX MeTQAOB. 8 paMKaX caMOCornaCOBaHHOM pac4eTHOM CXeMW, 48c
TH4HO 8Kn~4a~eH MQAen~ M8Cca~yceTcKOrO MeWKa, pacC4HTWBaeTCR nonHOe 3Ha-
4eHHe KOHCTaHTW hwo onpBAenA~eM 3TY BepWHHy. Hawe 3Ha4eHHe hw (a l.JxJ0-7) 
8 2t4 paaa MeHbwe nPBA~HX O~BHOK H He npOTHBOP84HT 3KCnepHMBHTanbHWM 
AaHHWM. 

Pa6ora awnonHeHa a na6opaTOPHH reoperH~ecKOM ~H3HKH OHRH. 

Oubovlk V.H., Zenkln S.V. 
Self-Consistent Calculation of the Weak Constants 
In the Parity Nonconservlng Nuclear Forces. 
Effective PNC Hamiltonian In SU(2)LxU(l)xSU(3)c. 
PNC In the wNN Vertex 

E2-83-611 

On the basis of the total effective Hamiltonian of the parity nonconser
vlng /PNC/ hadron-hadron Interactions found within the standard model SU(2)Lx 
xU(l)xSU(3)c In all orders of the leading logarithms allowing for the diffe
rence of quark mass scales <me >> mud 8) we consider the PNC wNN vertex ge
nerating the long-range part of the ~Nf nuclear forces. We analyse the ori
gin and the methods of calculation of various contributions to this vertex 
with a special attention to possible artifacts of these methods. Within the 
self-conslstene calculational framework partly Including the HIT bag model 
we evaluate the total value of the constant hw determining the PNC wNN ver
tex. Our value of hw (= 1.3x10-7) Is 2t4 times as small as previous estima
tes and does not contradict the experimental data. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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